Introduction
The processing of different aspects of sensory information in parallel pathways is a basic principle in the visual, auditory, and somatosensory systems (Konishi, 2003; Petersen, 2007; Nassi and Callaway, 2009 ). The olfactory system processes a variety of odor information that includes quality and concentration of inhaled odorants as well as temporal change in odor signals. In the mammalian olfactory bulb (OB), two major types of projection neuron, mitral cells (MCs) and tufted cells (TCs), receive the olfactory sensory inputs within glomeruli and transmit the odor information to various areas of the olfactory cortex (OC) (Shepherd et al., 2004; Mori and Sakano, 2011) . However, the differences between MCs and TCs in terms of olfactory information processing and the axonal targets within each area of the OC are still poorly understood (Mori and Sakano, 2011) .
First, do MCs and TCs differ in their manner of responding to odor inhalation? Previous physiological studies have shown that MCs have finer odorant receptive ranges, whereas TCs show burst spike responses with higher firing frequency and stronger phase-locking to respiration cycles (Nagayama et al., 2004; Griff et al., 2008) . However, recent behavioral studies demonstrated that rodents extract sufficient odor information within the first respiration of odor sampling (Uchida and Mainen, 2003; Abraham et al., 2004; Rinberg et al., 2006) . Thus, understanding the temporal profile of OB neuron odor responses within the time course of one respiration cycle has become critical (Bathellier et al., 2008; Cury and Uchida, 2010; Junek et al., 2010; Carey and Wachowiak, 2011; Wachowiak, 2011) , but it is still unclear whether MCs and TCs differ in signal timing with regard to the inspiration of odorants.
Second, do MCs and TCs differ in their axonal targets in each area of the OC? Since both MCs and TCs project axons to the OC, odor information encoded by each type of odorant receptor is conveyed from the OB to the OC via axons of both cell types. Gross anatomical studies previously indicated that TCs send axons only to anterior areas of the OC, including the anterior olfactory nucleus (AON), anterior piriform cortex (APC), and olfactory tubercle, whereas MCs project to both the anterior areas and additional posterior OC areas (Haberly and Price, 1977; Scott, 1981; Luskin and Price, 1982) . However, it remains unknown whether these two cell types project to shared or segregated targets within the anterior three OC areas. This is a crucial question if MCs and TCs carry temporally distinct patterns of spike signals. Our previous investigation using tracer injection into a single glomerulus revealed distinct tendency in the directions of axon branches from these tract fibers, but could not conclude about distinction of terminal axon bushes (Nagayama et al., 2010) . The distinction between MCs and TCs in the anterior OC areas still remains poorly explored in recent highresolution anatomical studies (Ghosh et al., 2011; Miyamichi et al., 2011; Sosulski et al., 2011) .
To resolve these two questions, we adopted a juxtacellular single-cell recording (Pinault, 1996) in combination with an amplifying axon labeling (Furuta et al., 2009 ) and compared between MCs and TCs for their temporal profiles of responses to two specific odorants and axon terminal bushes over whole areas of the OC.
Materials and Methods
Animal surgery. All experiments were performed in accordance with the guidelines of the Physiological Society of Japan and the animal experiment committee of the University of Tokyo. Experiments were performed on 64 male adult mice (C57BL/6; 11-15 weeks of age; 20 -30 g; Japan SLC). Animals were first injected with medetomidine (0.5 mg/kg) for induction of anesthesia. After 15 min, ketamine (22.5 mg/kg) was injected as deep anesthesia for preparation surgery (heart rate, 150 -200/ min). For anesthesia during recording, we used pentothal sodium, which enabled us to perform the optical imaging, physiological recording, and animal recovery after recordings to trace their axons. At 2.5 h after ketamine injection when the effect of ketamine had decayed (heart rate, 300/min), pentothal sodium (25 mg/kg) was injected to maintain light anesthesia during recordings (heart rate, 300 -350/min). Adequate anesthesia was confirmed by the lack of withdrawal responses to forelimb pinching. Additional doses of pentothal sodium were given when necessary. Animals were placed in a stereotaxic apparatus (SR-6N; Narishige). Body temperature was maintained at 37.5°C using a homeothermic heatpad system (MK-900; Muromachi). Respiratory rhythms (plethysmograph) were detected using a piezoelectric transducer (MLT 1010; ADInstruments) .
Odor stimulation. The compounds 2,4,5-trimethylthiazoline (TMT) (Contech) and 2-methylbutyric acid (2MBA) (Tokyo Kasei) were used for odor stimulation in the optical imaging and electrophysiological experiments. Odorants were delivered using a computer-controlled custom-built olfactometer as described previously (Yoshida and Mori, 2007) . The duration of each odor application was 6 s for optical imaging and 4 s for electrophysiological recordings, with at least 30 s interstimulus intervals to avoid habituation.
For the concentration series, TMT and 2MBA were diluted with mineral oil (Sigma-Aldrich) to concentrations of 1.0 ϫ 10 Ϫ5 , 3.3 ϫ 10 Ϫ5 , 1.0 ϫ 10 Ϫ4 , 3.3 ϫ 10 Ϫ4 , 1.0 ϫ 10 Ϫ3 , 1.0 ϫ 10 Ϫ2 , and 1.0 ϫ 10 Ϫ1 (v/v). The performance of the olfactometer was tested for concentration precision using a gas chromatograph (Hitachi; G-3000) fitted with a flame ionization detector. The relationship between output vapor concentrations from the olfactometer and the concentrations of the loaded solution were calibrated from five concentrations with linear regression (r ϭ 0.99; p ϭ 0.0011). Vapor concentrations were then computed from the calibration line as 1. 5, 3.2, 7.1, 15, 35, 170 , and 830 parts per billion (ppb) for 1.0 ϫ 10 Ϫ5 , 3.3 ϫ 10 Ϫ5 , 1.0 ϫ 10 Ϫ4 , 3.3 ϫ 10 Ϫ4 , 1.0 ϫ 10 Ϫ3 , 1.0 ϫ 10 Ϫ2 , and 1.0 ϫ 10 Ϫ1 solutions, respectively. Concentrations of 2MBA were also calibrated using the gas chromatograph as 0. 79, 2.8, 10, 35, 126, 447, 1585, and 19,950 ppb for 1.0 ϫ 10 Ϫ5 , 3.3 ϫ 10 Ϫ5 , 1.0 ϫ 10 Ϫ4 , 3.3 ϫ 10 Ϫ4 , 1.0 ϫ 10 Ϫ3 , 3.3 ϫ 10 Ϫ3 , 1.0 ϫ 10 Ϫ2 , and 1.0 ϫ 10 Ϫ1 solutions, respectively.
Optical imaging of intrinsic signals.
Detailed procedures for the optical imaging have been described previously (Uchida et al., 2000) . Images were analyzed using IDL (Research Systems) and MATLAB (MathWorks) software. A differential image was obtained by dividing the magnitude of signals acquired during odorant stimulation (frames 9 -12) by those acquired before stimulation (frames 1-4). A Gaussian spatial filter was used to eliminate nonspecific global darkening and highfrequency noise of the differential image (cutoff frequencies, ϭ 70.0/mm for the high cutoff and ϭ 0.4/mm for the low cutoff). To achieve a better signal-to-noise ratio, these filtered images were averaged for at least five trials. The pixel intensities of the images with stimulus were compared by t test with those with blank (pure air) stimulus. TMT-or 2MBA-responsive glomeruli ( p Ͻ 0.01, t test) were overlaid on the image of the blood vessels and used for the electrophysiological experiments.
Electrophysiological recordings and single-cell labeling. Single-unit recording and single-neuron labeling were performed using the juxtacellular recording technique (Pinault, 1996) . A small area (1 ϫ 1 mm) of the bone above the TMT-or 2MBA-responsive glomeruli was removed with fine forceps. A glass micropipette (tip diameter, 0.5-1.0 m; impedance, 40 -80 M⍀) filled with 0.1 M potassium acetate, pH 7.5, containing 12% biotinylated dextran amine (BDA-3000) (Invitrogen) was lowered near the responsive glomeruli. MCs and TCs responsive to TMT or 2MBA were searched randomly from a 300 ϫ 300 m area that spanned 0 -300 m posteriorly and medially from the peak of the intrinsic signal. Once a single unit was extracellularly recorded and identified, the micropipette was then slowly advanced toward the neuron until the spike amplitude became Ͼ1 mV. Odor-evoked activities (more than five trials for each odor concentration) were recorded with an amplifier (MEZ-8300; Nihon Kohden), filtered (150 -10 kHz; AB-651J; Nihon Kohden), and stored in the computer via an AD converter with the Spike2 software package (Cambridge Electronic Design).
After the recording, neurons were electroporated to inject BDA by passage of positive current pulses (0.5-1.5 nA; 400 ms duration; 50% duty cycle) through the bridge circuit of the amplifier. The firing of the recorded neuron was continuously monitored during and after the current injection to ensure that the neuron was steadily held throughout the session. For axonal tracing in the OC, the current injection was continued for Ͼ30 min. Only one neuron was labeled per each olfactory bulb in samples for axon reconstruction experiments. Since TMT-and 2MBA-responsive neurons are located distant enough (ϳ1 mm) to be distinguished, either or both the TMT and 2MBA-responsive neurons were labeled in experiments without axon reconstruction.
Neuronal and respiration data analysis. Analyses of respiration and spike responses were performed off-line using the Spike2 and MATLAB software packages.
Detection of respiration cycles. To establish the fidelity of the respiration timing measurements, pilot experiments were performed (n ϭ 3 mice) to compare signals from piezoelectric transducer (plethysmograph) and temperature sensor (thermocouple) inserted directly in the nostril (1). Onsets of inhalation (OI T ) were first determined from troughs (start of cooling) in the thermocouple signals. Inhalation timings were next detected by plethysmograph using peaks in the derivative of plethysmograph (i.e., acceleration of chest movement), since these peaks (P dP ) were closer to OI T than peaks in the raw signal. Deflection between OI T and P dP was 28 Ϯ 0.8°in respiration cycles (n ϭ 2000 respirations, 3 mice). Inhalation onsets were thus defined as the time point 28°ahead of P dP in the following experiments. Exhalation onsets and offsets were also assessed by comparing thermocouple and plethysmograph signals, and defined as time points 3°ahead and 80°after troughs in plethysmograph signals, respectively. Temporal delay from solenoid valve onset to odor arrival at the tip of the outlet nozzle (D VO ) was calculated as 393 ms from a dead volume of tubings and the flow rate of the olfactometer. Thus, the odor arrival time was estimated to be 393 ms after the solenoid valve onset time. Onset of the first respiration just after the odor arrival time was defined as the onset of actual odor stimulation.
Peristimulus time histograms. Response spikes evoked by odor stimulation were aligned at first inhalation onsets just after the odor stimuli onsets for multiple trials. Peristimulus time histograms were then calculated using a Gaussian filter (SD, 25 ms).
Peristimulus phase histograms. To clearly demonstrate the spike responses and respiration phases (inspiration-expiration) evoked by odor concentration series, peristimulus phase histograms were used. Inhalation onsets were defined as 0°in each respiration cycle. In each respiration, spikes were binned (1 respiration ϭ 20 bins), and the firing rate (in spikes/second) was calculated for each bin using the actual duration (in seconds) of the bin. Respiration cycles were aligned by the cycle number after the odor stimulus onset. Bins were then averaged across trials and processed using a Gaussian filter (SD, 36°).
Reliability index. To assess how informative the firing response of a neuron to a particular stimulus was compared with spontaneous firings, receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis was used, which has been widely used for comparing neuronal responses to different stimuli (Cury and Uchida, 2010) . ROC curves were plotted for true-positive rate as a function of false-positive rate for mean firing rates between odor and blank trials. The area under the ROC curve (auROC) was used as a measure of the reliability of the stimulus response compared with spontaneous firing. An auROC value of 0.5 indicates that the stimulus cannot be detected; an auROC value of 1 corresponds to a stimulus that can be perfectly detected. Then, a metric, "reliability index," defined as RI ϭ 2*(auROC Ϫ 0.5), was used, where RI of 0 indicates that the response is not informative, and RI of 1 indicates that it is perfectly informative. ROC analysis was performed using 10, 20, 40, 80, 160, and 320 ms bins. For each bin, the statistical significance of RI compared with the RI value of 0 was assessed with a z test ( p Ͻ 0.05). Statistically significant bins that emerged earliest after the first inhalation onsets from odor stimulus onset (RI ES ) were then determined. Cells that demonstrated RI ES during the first respiration after 830 ppb TMT or 19,950 ppb 2MBA stimulation were defined as TMT-or 2MBA-responsive cells, respectively, and cells without RI ES were discarded from our cell database. Note that cells can use any temporal bin size for encoding RI ES . For assessing spontaneous firings, spike firings to blank mineral oil stimulations or prestimulus firing during a respiration that precede 10 respirations before stimulus onset were used. No difference was observed in spike firings between mineral oil stimulations and prestimulus firings (n ϭ 8 cells).
Tracer visualization. After a survival period of 3 d, the animals were administered an overdose of anesthetic and perfused transcardially with saline followed by a fixative containing 4% paraformaldehyde and 0.5% glutaraldehyde in phosphate buffer (PB) (0.1 M), pH 7.4. Brains were embedded in egg yolk, postfixed overnight, and cryoprotected in 30% sucrose in PB for 2-3 d. Consecutive parasagittal sections (50 m thickness) were obtained from individual brain hemispheres using a cryostat (HM500-M; Carl Zeiss). Using the free-floating method, sections were processed for the visualization of BDA according to the avidin-biotinperoxidase complex (ABC) histochemical protocol (ABC Elite; Vector Laboratories). The signal was then amplified using a tyramide signal amplification protocol (Furuta et al., 2009 ). The tracer was revealed by reaction with 0.05% diaminobenzidine, 0.5% nickel sulfate, and 0.007% hydrogen peroxide in 0.05 M Tris buffer, pH 7.6, for 5 min. Sections were mounted, dried overnight, and counterstained with Nuclear Fast Red (Vector Laboratories). Cells were defined as MCs if their somas were in the mitral cell layer. TCs were defined if their somas were located in the external plexiform layer. TCs were further classified into external tufted cells (eTCs), middle tufted cells (mTCs), and internal tufted cells (iTCs), whose somata were located at the border between the external plexiform layer (EPL) and glomerular layer, in the superficial two-thirds of the EPL, and in the deeper one-third of the EPL, respectively (Macrides and Schneider, 1982; Shepherd et al., 2004) .
Three-dimensional reconstruction. Mitral and tufted cells were threedimensionally reconstructed using a computer-assisted system (Neurolucida; MBF Bioscience) according to the manufacturer's instructions. Axons, dendrites, cell bodies, brain surfaces, and cell layers in each region within the olfactory bulb and olfactory cortex were traced. In samples with injections of the tracer for Ͼ30 min, almost all axons were continuously traced up to the lateral entorhinal cortex, suggesting that nearly complete axons of mitral and tufted cells were successfully visualized. To simplify the tracing procedures, only axon collaterals were traced to assess the projection patterns of individual neurons, and bouton structures were not registered. A single mitral cell usually required ϳ2 months for three-dimensional (3-D) reconstruction.
Morphological data analysis. The tracing output from Neurolucida was imported into MATLAB for further analyses. To place neurons in identical coordinates and minimize the distortions originating from sectioning and reconstruction, reconstructed neurons were linearly transformed and fitted into reference brain coordinates. A reference brain was first constructed by reconstructing the reference mouse brain sections in the Allen Brain Atlas (http://mouse.brain-map.org/). Three landmarks for transformations were used: the end of the lateral olfactory tract (eLOT), the dorsomedial edge of the pars externa in the anterior olfactory nucleus (AONpEd), and the ventromedial edge of the pars externa in the anterior olfactory nucleus (AONpEv). These landmarks were selected because (1) they were distributed at the periphery of the tufted-targeted areas and (2) they could be uniquely defined and were unaffected by rotation of the brain. The coordinate system was defined as giving the AONpEv coordinates of [0, 0, 0] in the [x (posterior), y (dorsal), and z (lateral)] directions (in micrometers). Individual sample brains containing a neuron were then fitted to the reference brain with regard to the above landmarks using affine (linear) transformation (translation, rotation, scaling, and shear). For the ventrolateral-view presentation, transformed brains were then rotated Ϫ60°around the x-axis, 30°around the y-axis, and Ϫ25°a round the z-axis. This projection has minimum overlap of axonal projections in the olfactory cortex for samples stained in this study, except for the tenia tecta. For the tenia tecta, axons were presented in a medial view.
Axon and dendrite density maps. The densities of axons and dendrites were calculated per 100 ϫ 100 m bin (Shepherd et al., 2005) . This calculation was performed after individual cells were overlaid using the ventrolateral-view fitted coordinates for olfactory cortex axons, and after they were aligned by the position of the soma for olfactory bulb axons and dendrites. The density is represented on a color scale created using three rounds of interpolation between bins.
Axon and dendrite length. In the quantitative analysis of olfactory bulb local axons, axons that extended to the olfactory cortex were excluded from their last branching point. For olfactory cortex axons, reconstructed axons were detached into those of individual regions of the olfactory cortex with reference to the position of reconstructed cell layers. The total length and mean density were then calculated for each region. To calculate axonal and dendritic density distribution as a function of distance from soma or intrabulbar projection centroid, the total length of axons and dendrites within each doughnut-shaped bin were calculated using the Sholl Analysis function in Neurolucida Explorer, and this value was divided by the total area of the bin. To calculate directional distribution, the Wedge Analysis function was used. To estimate the area that a given neuron occupies in individual regions of the olfactory cortex, areas within a distance of 100 m from axons were computed ("axon filling rate"). A distance of 100 m was chosen based on the diameter of pyramidal cell dendritic extensions in the olfactory cortex (Johnson et al., 2000) .
Cluster analysis. Morphometric parameters including total length, distance distributions, and direction distribution of both axons and dendrites for individual cells in the olfactory bulb were subjected to cluster analysis. For axons in the olfactory cortex, the mean axon density of individual cells across seven regions in the olfactory cortex was used to evaluate the strength of projections regardless of region size. Cluster analyses were then performed using Ward's algorithm.
Subareal comparison of MC/TC and TMT/2MBA projections. To compare the degree of MC and TC axonal projections in the olfactory cortex, the MC/TC score was mapped across the olfactory cortex space. The MC/TC score was defined as s ϭ (ML Ϫ TL)/(ML ϩ TL), where ML is the total length of MC axons and TL is the total length of TC axons in individual 100 ϫ 100 m pixels. Thus, s ϭ 1 indicates that the projection was only from MCs, while s ϭ Ϫ1 indicates that the projection was only from TCs. Values of MC/TC scores were represented on a color scale using three rounds of interpolation. For pixels without projection from either MCs or TCs, the color white was assigned, and thus the data from those pixels were not interpolated. To tentatively estimate the borders of these areas, pixels in which the MC and TC projections were nearly equal (Ϫ0.2 Ͻ s Ͻ ϩ0.2) were extracted. Using these borders, the OC areas were divided into subareas, and the mean axon density was calculated. The axon density was then subjected to a statistical analysis to check the validity of the bordering procedure. These procedures are also used for TMT/2MBA score and comparison in TMT/2MBA projections.
Statistical analysis. To compare bin position, reliability index (see Fig.  2 D) , and axonal/dendritic length in the olfactory bulb (see Fig. 5C ) and olfactory cortex (see Fig. 9D ), a two-tailed unpaired t test (a criterion of p Ͻ 0.05) was used. Comparisons of axon length, axon density, and axon filling rate across multiple OC regions (see Fig. 8 ) were performed using ANOVA ( p Ͻ 0.001) with a post hoc test (Tukey's HSD test, p Ͻ 0.05). In the analyses of concentration experiment (see Fig. 3D , 4C), post hoc comparisons between MCs and TCs (two-tailed unpaired t test, a criterion of p Ͻ 0.05) were made only if global analysis indicated a statistically significant difference between the cell types (ANOVA, p Ͻ 0.001).
Results

Procedure for functional characterization and morphological visualization of individual MCs and TCs
To functionally identify individual MCs and TCs and visualize their axonal projections, an experimental procedure was developed consisting of the intrinsic optical imaging method, juxtacellular single-cell recording and labeling, and digital 3-D reconstruction techniques (Fig. 1A) . Using the optical imaging of intrinsic signals (Rubin and Katz, 1999; Uchida et al., 2000) , we first identified glomeruli that responded to the fox odor TMT in dorsal class II domain (D II ) or to a spoiled food odor, 2MBA, in dorsal class I domain (D I ) (Kobayakawa et al., 2007; Matsumoto et al., 2010; Mori and Sakano, 2011) . Because the two odorants represent functionally distinct domains (D I and D II ), projection neurons in the two domains may differ in their physiological response and axonal projection. Therefore, we first searched for the functional and connectivity differences between MCs and TCs, which were observed both for the TMTresponsive projection neurons and the 2MBA-responsive projection neurons. Figure 1 B shows an example of TMT-responsive glomeruli. We then penetrated a micropipette near the responsive glomeruli, and juxtacellularly recorded odor-induced spike responses of individual MCs or TCs. After the recording, an anterograde tracer was injected into the recorded cell using the juxtacellular electroporation method (Fig. 1 D) (see Materials and Methods). To ensure that all labeled axons were derived from a single cell, only a single neuron was labeled in each OB. Brain sections containing the labeled neuron were then histochemically processed using an amplifying visualization technique and observed under a microscope (an MC in Fig. 1 E) . For visualization and quantitative analyses of axonal trajectory, dendritic and axonal arbors were digitally registered for 3-D reconstructions (Fig. 1 F) . In the present study, TCs were further classified into eTCs, mTCs, and iTCs based on the position of their somata in the EPL according to the definition by Shepherd et al. (2004) (see Materials and Methods).
The OC consists of nine major areas: the AON, APC, olfactory tubercle, posterior piriform cortex (PPC), tenia tecta, nucleus of the lateral olfactory tract (nLOT), anterior cortical amygdaloid nucleus (ACO), posterolateral cortical amygdaloid nucleus (PLCO), and lateral entorhinal cortex (LEC) (Fig. 1 F) (Heimer, 1968; Price, 1973) . Figure 1 F shows an example of TMTresponsive MC axons projecting widely to all nine areas of the OC up to the LEC, which is the most distal area from the OB (Fig. 1 F) . Reconstructed TMT-responsive MCs (n ϭ 7) had a longest axon of 15.3 Ϯ 1.1 mm (mean Ϯ SE) with terminals in the LEC, a total of 273.2 Ϯ 30.4 mm of axons, and a total of 14.8 Ϯ 4.1 mm of dendrites. These results suggest that our procedure labels very long axon collaterals of the dye-injected neurons. Using the same procedure, we also recorded and labeled individual TMTresponsive TCs (n ϭ 7), and then 3-D-reconstructed their axonal projections. TCs had shorter axons and dendrites than MCs: longest axon of 4.8 Ϯ 1.5 mm with terminals in the anterior OC areas, a total of 52.6 Ϯ 32.9 mm of axons, and a total of 5.8 Ϯ 2.9 mm of dendrites ( p Ͻ 0.001 or better for each comparison, t test).
In pilot experiments without the amplifying axon-labeling procedure, distribution of en passant varicosities along the axon were assessed. The result showed that cumulative axon length correlated very well to a cumulative number of varicosities (r ϭ 0.991; p Ͻ 10 Ϫ15 ; n ϭ 785 varicosities). Together with the recent study reporting that 90% of MC/TC axon termini have swelling in the olfactory cortex (Ghosh et al., 2011) , the result suggests that axon length is a good indicator for estimating axon varicosities and terminal swellings. We observed no varicosities on the axon trunk running in the lateral olfactory tract, which is consistent with the previous study (Ghosh et al., 2011) .
TCs demonstrated shorter onset latency than MCs in response to odor inhalation
Behavioral studies recently reported that rodents extract sufficient odor information within the first respiration of odor sampling (Uchida and Mainen, 2003; Abraham et al., 2004; Rinberg et al., 2006; Bathellier et al., 2008; Cury and Uchida, 2010) . We thus focused our analysis to the timing of spike responses during the first respiration just after odor onsets (for 640 ms after the onset of odor inhalation, based on the result that a single respiration was 631 Ϯ 31 ms in our experimental condition; n ϭ 10 mice). Using single-cell recording of spike activity, temporal features of odor-induced spike activity were explored in individual TMT-responsive MCs and TCs (n ϭ 37; 17 MCs and 20 TCs). Figure 2A shows the reconstructed morphology of an eTC (TMTeTC), an mTC (TMT-mTC), and two MCs (TMT-MC). Their spike responses to odor stimulation were aligned at the onset of first odor inhalation after odor stimulation (Fig. 2 B) .
Because TCs and MCs typically demonstrated respiration phase-locked spontaneous spike activity even during blank stimulation ( Fig. 2 B, see blank) , the TMT-induced response should be assessed by comparing the activity during blank stimulation with the TMT-induced spike activity (Fig. 2 B, red and blue traces). As an index to assess how much information individual cells encode in odor response compared with spontaneous firing, we defined a metric, reliability index (RI), using ROC analysis, a method based on signal detection theory (see Materials and Methods) (Feierstein et al., 2006; Cury and Uchida, 2010) . RI indicates the reliability of the spike response of a neuron to a particular stimulus compared with spontaneous activities. Figure  2C shows plots of RI as a function of time after the onset of first odor inhalation. For the ROC analysis, we examined six different temporal bin sizes (10 -320 ms; from blue to red in Fig. 2C ).
To determine whether MCs and TCs have different onset latency in encoding reliable responses, we identified statistically significant RI points that emerged earliest (RI ES ) (Fig. 2C , arrows). Comparison of RI ES between cell types in the population revealed that TCs have considerably shorter latency in expressing reliable responses than MCs (Fig. 2 D; TC, 108 Ϯ 12 ms; MC, 252 Ϯ 12 ms; p Ͻ 0.00001). Bin sizes that expressed RI ES in TCs were smaller than those for MCs (TC, 20.8 Ϯ 1.2 ms; MC, 52.2 Ϯ 1.3 ms; p Ͻ 0.01), suggesting that TCs communicate with shorter temporal features. However, the degree of reliability achieved with these onsets did not differ between cell types (Fig. 2 D, right; TC, 0.83 Ϯ 0.03; MC, 0.79 Ϯ 0.03; p ϭ 0.23).
TCs maintained shorter latency spike responses with a lower concentration threshold than MCs
We next examined whether TCs also show shorter onset latency at lower odor concentration. Cells may conceivably need a larger temporal window to accumulate enough information with weak sensory input, and thus a difference between TCs and MCs may become smaller at low odor concentrations. We therefore assessed cellular latencies using a decreasing concentration series of TMT (n ϭ 15 cells; n ϭ 7 MCs and n ϭ 8 TCs; measured with all concentrations). Examination of the odor concentration-response relationship revealed the stimulus threshold for activating TCs to be at low concentrations ranging from 1.5 to 7.1 ppb (Fig.  3A, mTC) . By contrast, the stimulus threshold was ϳ10 -100 times higher in MCs (Fig. 3A, MC) . At higher concentrations of Figure 3B shows how the reliability of mTC and MC responses depends on TMT concentration. Surprisingly, the mTC exhibited the earliest significant RI (RI ES ) down to very low concentration (3.2 ppb), whereas the MC exhibited significant RI only at high concentrations (830 and 170 ppb). In the population, approximately one-half of recorded TCs exhibited RI ES at low concentration (1.4 ppb), whereas one-half of MCs expressed RI ES only above medium concentration (ϳ15 ppb; Fig. 3C ), indicating that TCs have a much wider dynamic range for odor concentration than MCs. As predicted, onset latencies of both MCs and TCs became larger as concentration decreased, suggesting that encoding significant reliable responses requires a longer temporal window at low concentration (Fig. 3D) . Nevertheless, at all odor concentrations, TC latencies were significantly shorter than MC latencies ( Fig. 3D ; p Ͻ 0.01 or better). Comparison between 2MBA-responsive MCs and TCs in dorsal class I domain also indicated shorter latencies in TCs in all concentrations (Fig. 4) . These results suggest that TCs convey fast signals with shorter latency than MCs at a wide range of odor concentration.
We examined spatial distribution of tangential distance between recorded TMT-responsive MC/TC somas and their glomeruli for cells that could be fully reconstructed (n ϭ 20 MCs and n ϭ 15 TCs, respectively). The result showed that the tangential distances between glomerulus and soma were not significantly different between sampled MCs and TCs ( p ϭ 0.32, t test). The recorded TMT-responsive MC somas were distributed at distances 115 Ϯ 62 and 190 Ϯ 132 m tangentially in the medial and posterior direction from the glomerulus, respectively, while TMT-responsive TC somas were distributed at distances 70 Ϯ 57 Figure 2A . Bottom, Raster plots of spike discharges and peristimulus-phase histograms of the mTC and MC in response to stimulation (black bar, 4 s) with different concentrations of TMT (830 -1.5 ppb, from top to bottom). B, Plot of RI of the mTC (left) and MC (right) shown in A in response to TMT concentration series (830 -1.5 ppb, from top to bottom). RI was plotted using six different temporal bins as in Figure 2 . C, Proportion of MCs (blue; n ϭ 7) and TCs (red; n ϭ 8) that exhibited statistically significant RI in odor concentration series. The lines indicate logistic fitting of the plots. D, Bin position that exhibited the earliest significant RI (RI ES ) in MC (blue; n ϭ 7) and TC (red; n ϭ 8) populations in the TMT concentration series. RI ES emerged faster in TCs than MCs at all concentrations. Note that only concentrations at which more than two-thirds of MCs demonstrated RI ES are plotted, and most MCs did not demonstrate RI ES at low concentrations. *p Ͻ 0.01 (t test), **p Ͻ 0.001 (t test), ***p Ͻ 1.0e-12 (ANOVA).
and 164 Ϯ 125 m tangentially in the medial and caudal direction, respectively. Furthermore, we found no correlation between onset latencies and soma-glomerulus distance (n ϭ 35 cells; r ϭ 0.21, p ϭ 0.22). Thus, the highly overlapping spatial distribution of MC and TC somas suggests that the clear distinction of response onset latencies and odor concentration threshold does not result from the sampling bias to record from TCs that are close to and associate with the strongly activated glomeruli and to record from MCs that are distant from the glomeruli and associate with weakly activated glomeruli.
Dendritic and axonal projection of MCs and TCs within the olfactory bulb
In addition to the difference in the projection of lateral dendrites, TCs differ from MCs in having extensive recurrent axons in the internal plexiform layer (IPL) and mirror-symmetric intrabulbar projections (Schoenfeld et al., 1985) . However, which cell subtypes form these recurrent projections remains controversial (Belluscio et al., 2002; Lodovichi et al., 2003; Ghosh et al., 2011) . We thus analyzed the local dendritic and axonal projections of recorded MCs and TCs within the OB. Figure 5A shows 3-D representations of dendritic and axonal projections of TMTresponsive eTC (left), mTC (center), and MC (right). Lateral dendrites of the labeled neurons covered the posterior part of the dorsal surface of the OB. Lateral dendrites of TCs were distributed preferentially in the superficial half of the EPL, while those of MCs were primarily present in the deeper half of the EPL, in agreement with previous studies (Macrides and Schneider, 1982; Mori et al., 1983) .
By visual inspection, the extent of lateral dendrite projection was largest in MC, intermediate in mTC, and smallest in eTC. By contrast, local axon collaterals of the eTC and mTC were prominent within the OB. Both the eTC and mTC had several intrabulbar projection axons that projected to the mirror-symmetric position (Fig. 5A, arrowheads) in the medial part of the OB to form a dense bush of axon terminals as well as recurrent axon terminals in the vicinity of the cell body (Fig. 5A, arrows) . We visualized nine MCs and eight TCs in total within the OB, and these distinctions were conserved for all examined MCs and TCs.
To visualize the population distribution of dendrites and axons of labeled MCs or TCs, we constructed two-dimensional density maps of dendrites and axons for TMT-responsive TCs (Fig.  5B , top maps) and MCs (Fig. 5B, bottom maps) . Quantitative analysis confirmed that MCs had larger and denser dendritic fields than TCs (Fig. 5 B, C) . As for axons, however, TCs had considerably more extensive local collaterals than MCs. In the axon density maps, dense local axon collaterals beneath the cell bodies (an arrow) and the intrabulbar projection axons that targeted the mirror-symmetric position in the medial map (an arrowhead) are depicted as double peaks (Fig. 5B) . Although all reconstructed TCs including eTC, mTC, and iTC had intrabulbar projections, no MCs had them.
Cluster analysis was performed to quantitatively confirm the distinct projection patterns of lateral dendrites and local axon collaterals between MCs and TCs (Kozloski et al., 2001; Wong et al., 2002) . Morphometric parameters of dendrites and axons including total length (Fig. 5C ), distance distributions, and direction distributions were subjected to cluster analysis for individual cells (see Materials and Methods). The analysis revealed that the 17 cells were clustered into two major groups that coincided with TC and MC groups (Fig. 5D ). The linkage distance was 9800 Ϯ 660 for any two TCs and 6400 Ϯ 370 for any two MCs. Compared with the linkage distances within each group, the linkage distance between an MC and any TC was significantly larger (18,000 Ϯ 460) ( p Ͻ 1.0 ϫ 10 Ϫ15 ). In summary, MCs and TCs show distinct projection patterns of lateral dendrites and local axon collaterals within the OB. All TC subtypes had dense axonal projections both beneath the cell body and at the mirror-symmetric sites of the medial part.
Axonal projection patterns of MCs and TCs in the olfactory cortex
Next, we analyzed the axonal projection patterns of individual MCs and TCs in the OC. To represent 3-D reconstructions of axons in a single figure, the ventrolateral view of the reconstruction was used (Figs. 6, 7) . Axons in the tenia tecta, which is hidden in the medial wall of the brain, are shown in a separate medial view (Fig. 6, bottom left insets) . Figure 6 A shows the axonal projection of an example TMTresponsive MC. This cell extended a single main axon that ran through the lateral olfactory tract at the surface of the AON and APC. As was the case for the MC in Figure 1 F, the main axon of Figure 2D for 2MBA-responsive MCs and TCs in D I domain (n ϭ 16; n ϭ 9 MCs and n ϭ 7 TCs; 20.0 ppm 2MBA). 2MBA-responsive TCs also had considerably shorter latency in expressing reliable responses than MCs (TC, 114 Ϯ 16 ms; MC, 313 Ϯ 35 ms; ***p Ͻ 0.001). B, C, Same analyses as in Figure 3 , C and D, respectively, for 2MBA-responsive MCs and TCs using concentration series (n ϭ 8; n ϭ 4 MCs and n ϭ 4 TCs). 2MBA-responsive TCs maintained short-latency spike responses with a lower concentration threshold than 2MBA-responsive MCs. *p Ͻ 0.05, **p Ͻ 0.01, ***p Ͻ 0.001.
this cell emitted many collaterals that projected extensively to all nine OC regions. In the most anterior part of the OC, axon collaterals of the MC formed a dense cluster at the pars externa of the AON (AONpE). The main axon of the MC also emitted collaterals that projected to the anterolateral and dorsal parts of the AON pars principalis (AONpP) but did not reach the posteroventral and medial parts. Some axons in the AONpP extended ventrally and reached the anterior half of the tenia tecta.
In the ventral part of the APC, several clusters of high-density axon collaterals were distributed, which is consistent with our previous findings in rabbits (Ojima et al., 1984) . Some axons that branched ventrally in the APC extended to the medial and posterior parts of the olfactory tubercle. From the posterior part of the APC, many axon collaterals ran posteriorly for long distances through the PPC, and some of these reached the LEC. The axon collaterals of the MC covered a large portion of the PPC. The axons also projected to the nucleus of the lateral olfactory tract, anterior cortical amygdaloid nucleus, and posterolateral cortical amygdaloid nucleus. We reconstructed the axonal projections of seven MCs, and all of these MCs showed the characteristic axon collateral projection that reached every area of the OC (four TMT-and three 2MBA-responsive MCs; Figs. 6, 7) .
By contrast, the axons of TMT-responsive mTCs (Fig. 6 D) demonstrated completely different projection patterns from those of TMT-responsive MCs. The axons of the TMTresponsive mTC branched in the OB and projected to the anterior areas of the OC (AON, APC, and olfactory tubercle). However, the axons did not reach the more posterior areas of the OC, in agreement with previous anatomical and electrophysiological studies (Haberly and Price, 1977; Scott, 1981; Luskin and Price, 1982) . Axon collaterals of the mTC formed high-density clusters in the AONpE and the posteroventral part of the AONpP. The axons projected further to the border of the APC and olfactory tubercle, covering mainly the "cap" part of the olfactory The dotted line shows the mitral cell layer at its largest size. A, Anterior; D, dorsal; L, lateral. B, Dendrite and axon density maps for TMT-responsive TCs (n ϭ 8; top) and TMT-responsive MCs (n ϭ 9; bottom). Note that the TCs have a peak in axon density at the IBP (arrowhead) in addition to the near-soma area (arrow). C, Total dendrite (left) and axon (right) length for TCs (n ϭ 8; red) and MCs (n ϭ 9; blue) within the OB. **p Ͻ 0.001, t test. D, Cluster analysis of dendritic and axonal projection patterns of individual MCs and TCs. The hierarchical tree grouped 17 neurons into two clusters according to their similarity in dendritic and axonal projection patterns within the OB. These two clusters coincide with MC and TC groups. The horizontal bar indicates 1.0 ϫ 10 4 U in Euclidean distance.
tubercle (Meyer and Wahle, 1986 ) and the medial edge of the ventrorostral part of the APC. No axon was observed in the other regions of the OC. We reconstructed seven TCs, and all these TCs had their axonal projection limited to the anterior areas of the OC (four TMT-and three 2MBA-responsive TCs; Figs. 6, 7) .
To quantitatively assess the axon projection patterns of MCs and TCs in the OC areas, three parameters assessing axon projection patterns were computed across different cortical areas (Fig.  8 A-C) , and population axon density maps were constructed (Fig.  9 A, B) . In both TMT-and 2MBA-responsive MCs, these analyses indicated three characteristic projection patterns: (1) MC axons projected to almost every area of the OC, although axon collateral density varied among target areas ( Fig. 8 B) ; and (2) MCs formed several high-density clusters of axon collaterals along the ventromedial part of the APC (Fig. 9A, red scattered spots) , while they projected axon collaterals sparsely over most part of the APC and PPC (Fig. 8C) . Thus, axons of individual MCs showed a biased, and at the same time highly distributed, projection pattern in the APC and PPC.
By contrast, axon density maps of TMT-and 2MBA-responsive TCs indicated the following four characteristics: (1) axons of TCs projected only to the anterior areas of the OC (AON, APC, and olfactory tubercle); (2) TCs formed a small cluster of axon collaterals at a specific position of the AONpE and some clusters in the posteroventral part of the AONpP; (3) TCs formed clusters of terminals along the border between the cap region of the olfactory tubercle and the medial edge of the APC; and (4) TCs did not project axons to the medial and posterior areas of the OC. Among TCs, eTCs tended to project fewer axon collaterals in the anterior areas (Figs. 6 F, 7F ), but all of the TC subtypes projected axons selectively within the AON, APC, and olfactory tubercle.
In a cluster analysis of MCs and TCs based on their axon densities across the individual OC areas (Fig. 8 B) , a total of 14 neurons was clustered into two major groups that coincided again with the TC and MC groups (Fig. 8 D) . These results confirmed that MCs and TCs show a distinct pattern of axon projections in the OC.
MCs and TCs project axons to segregated subareas in the OC
Finally, we asked, with respect to the anterior OC areas, whether the MCs and TCs projected to segregated or shared target sites within each area. Averaged axon density map of the MCs (Fig. 9A ) was compared with that of the TCs (Fig. 9B) . Subtraction of the averaged axon density map of TCs from that of MCs (Fig. 9C) clearly indicated the difference in the subarea dominated by TC axons and the subarea dominated by MC axons in each of the anterior areas (AONpE, AONpP, APC, and olfactory tubercle) of the OC.
To tentatively define borders of these subareas, pixels where the MC and TC projections were nearly equal were extracted (Fig.   Figure 6 . Axonal projection of TMT-responsive mitral and tufted cells in the olfactory cortex. A-C, Axonal projection of three TMT-responsive MCs in the OC. The 3-D brain reconstruction containing the cell was rotated to a ventrolateral view. Dendrites (magenta) and axons (yellow) are shown with the mitral cell layer of the OB and layer II of each region of the OC. Inset, The medial view of axons in the tenia tecta, which is hidden in the ventrolateral view. Note that the tenia tecta of the MC in C could not be reconstructed because of section damages. D-F, Axonal projection of a TMT-responsive mTC (D), iTC (E), and eTC (F) to the OC. Abbreviations: ACO, Anterior cortical amygdaloid nucleus; AONpE, pars externa of the anterior olfactory nucleus; AONpP, pars principalis of anterior olfactory nucleus; APC, anterior piriform cortex; LEC, lateral entorhinal cortex; MCL, mitral cell layer; OT, olfactory tubercle; OT CAP , cap part of olfactory tubercle; OT CO , cortical part of olfactory tubercle; nLOT, nucleus of the lateral olfactory tract; PLCO, posterolateral cortical amygdaloid nucleus; PPC, posterior piriform cortex; TT, tenia tecta; A, anterior; D, dorsal; L, lateral.
9A-C, broken line) (see Materials and Methods). Using these borders, the AON, APC, and olfactory tubercle were divided into seven subareas (Fig. 9C, 1-7) . In the AON, clusters of TC axon collaterals were largely confined to the anterior-most dorsolateral corner (subarea 1) and to the triangle-shaped area at the posteroventral part (subarea 3), while those of MCs were distributed in the anterolateral and dorsal parts (subarea 2). In the olfactory tubercle, TC axons projected selectively to the anterolateral edge (mainly terminating in the cap region, subarea 5), whereas MC axons projected widely, covering the medial and posterior parts (subarea 4). In the APC, TC axons projected only to the medial edge of the ventrorostral part (subarea 7), while MC axons tended to avoid this part and projected widely to the rest of the APC (subarea 6). Statistical comparison confirmed the above distinctions within these seven subareas ( Fig. 9D ; p Ͻ 0.01). These results indicate that MCs and TCs project to segregated subareas within each of the anterior OC areas.
Since we labeled TMT-and 2MBA-responsive MCs and TCs in D I and D II , respectively, it is of interest to ask whether the cells in these different OB domains have different projection patterns in the OC. We thus divided our samples into TMT-MC/TCs group (n ϭ 8; including n ϭ 4 TMT-MCs and n ϭ 4 TMT-TCs) and 2MBA-MC/TCs group (n ϭ 6; including n ϭ 3 2MBA-TCs and n ϭ 3 2MBA-TCs), and compared axonal projections (Fig.  9E-G) . The results showed that TMT-MC/TCs had more axonal projection in the tenia tecta and posterodorsal part of the AON, whereas 2MBA-MC/TCs had more projection in the ventral half of the APC and the middle part of the olfactory tubercle (Fig. 9H ) . These results indicate that some of the OC areas preferentially receive input from either TMT-MC/TCs or 2MBA-MC/TCs.
Discussion
The present study demonstrates fundamental distinctions between TMT/2MBA-responsive MCs and TCs in their function and axonal connectivity. First, reliable odor responses of TCs had shorter onset latencies than MCs across odor concentrations. TCs demonstrated odor-induced spike responses with a lower concentration threshold than MCs. Thus, TCs showed reliable responses in a wide range of odor concentration, whereas MCs responded only to high concentration. Second, TCs projected axons densely to focal targets only in anterior areas of the OC, whereas MCs dispersedly projected to nearly all OC areas. In each of the anterior areas that received both MC and TC inputs, the axons of TCs and MCs projected to distinct, largely nonoverlapping parts. These results suggest that TCs convey fast signals with shorter latency to TC-specific targets in the anterior areas of OC, while MCs transmit late-onset signals to the MCspecific targets in the anterior and posterior areas of OC. TCs may convey both weak and strong odor signals, whereas MCs may deliver only strong odor signals. Based on these results, we propose that the axonal projection of OB neurons to the OC is com- posed of two parallel systems, each of which may have distinct logic of function and connectivity (Fig. 10) . The parallel MC and TC pathways may form the functional backbone of the central olfactory circuits.
Functions of fast TC signals and slow MC signals
Signal timing including response latencies is a crucial parameter of sensory coding in the visual (Gawne et al., 1996; Gollisch and Meister, 2008) , somatosensory , and auditory (Carr and Konishi, 1990; Heil, 1997) systems. Response latencies may also have significant functional roles in the Xenopus olfactory system (Junek et al., 2010) . In the present study, we compared this property in MCs and TCs and found a substantial distinction in response to identical odorants (TMT or 2MBA) and concentrations. TCs had an average onset latency of ϳ110 ms, whereas MCs had one of ϳ250 -300 ms. Considering the recent results that mice and rats make fast decisions with an odor sampling duration of 150 -250 ms when odor cues are easy to dissociate (Uchida and Mainen, 2003; Rinberg et al., 2006) , our results strongly point to a critical role for TCs in this fast response in olfactory behavior. When odor cues become difficult to judge (i.e., in a mixture of similar odors), rodents require an additional 100 -200 ms sampling time for behavioral accuracy to be maintained (Rinberg et al., 2006) . Together with the previous result that MCs have finer odorant discrimination ability than TCs achieved by their finer molecular receptive ranges (Nagayama et al., 2004) , the present results suggest that MCs are additionally recruited for difficult odor discrimination. Future studies investigating these roles of TCs and MCs in olfactory behaviors using selective inactivation of each cell type will be of great interest.
Synaptic mechanisms for fast TC signals and slow MC signals
Recently, patch-clamp recording studies have revealed the direct and indirect synaptic inputs from olfactory sensory neurons (OSNs) to MCs and TCs (Hayar et al., 2004 ; De Saint Jan et al., Figure 9 . Mitral and tufted cells project axons to segregated subareas in the olfactory cortex. A, B, Averaged axon density maps in the OC for MCs (A) (n ϭ 7; including n ϭ 4 TMT-MCs and n ϭ 3 2MBA-MCs) and TCs (B) (n ϭ 7; including n ϭ 4 TMT-TCs and n ϭ 3 2MBA-TCs). The dotted lines indicate boundaries of MC-and TC-dominant subareas processed from C (see Materials and Methods). The black lines represent the average boundary of the areas in the OC. For simplification, some areas in the OC are grouped in meta-areas: the anterior olfactory nucleus (AON) including the pars externa and pars principalis (AONpE and AONpP), and olfactory amygdala region (AMYG) including the nucleus of the lateral olfactory tract (nLOT), anterior cortical amygdaloid nucleus (ACO), and posterolateral cortical amygdaloid nucleus (PLCO). APC, Anterior piriform cortex; LEC, lateral entorhinal cortex; OT, olfactory tubercle; PPC, posterior piriform cortex; TT, tenia tecta; A, anterior; D, dorsal; L, lateral. C, The MC/TC score map in the OC. The MC/TC score (Ϫ1 to ϩ1) was computed and mapped for each pixel of 100 m 2 . A score of 1 indicates complete MC projection, whereas a score of Ϫ1 indicates complete TC projection. The numbers indicate subregions intersected by areal boundaries (black lines) and boundaries of MC-and TC-dominant subareas (dotted line) in the AON (1-3), olfactory tubercle (OT) (4 -5), and APC (6 -7). D, Mean axon densities of MCs (blue bars; n ϭ 7) and TCs (red bars; n ϭ 7) in subareas 1-7 in C.*p Ͻ 0.01 (t test). E, F, Averaged axon density maps in the OC for TMT-MC/TCs (E) (n ϭ 8; including n ϭ 4 TMT-MCs and n ϭ 4 TMT-TCs) and 2MBA-MC/TCs (F) (n ϭ 6; including n ϭ 3 2MBA-MCs and n ϭ 3 2MBA-TCs). The dotted lines indicate boundaries between TMT-and 2MBA-dominant subareas processed from G. The black lines represent the average boundary of the areas in the OC. G, The TMT/2MBA score map in the OC. A score of 1 indicates complete TMT projection, whereas a score of Ϫ1 indicates complete 2MBA projection. H, Left, Mean axon densities of TMT-MC/TCs (blue bars; n ϭ 8) and 2MBA-MC/TCs (red bars; n ϭ 6) in subareas a-i. *p Ͻ 0.05; **p Ͻ 0.01 (t test). Error bars indicate SEM. Right, The lowercase characters indicate subregions intersected by areal boundaries (black lines) and boundaries of TMT-and 2MBA-dominant subareas (dotted line) in the AON (a, b), tenia tecta (TT) (c), anterior piriform cortex (APC) (d, e), olfactory tubercle (OT) (f), and posterior piriform cortex (PPC) (g-i).
2009; Gire and Schoppa, 2009; Najac et al., 2011) . The only TC subtype explored to date, eTCs, show strong short-latency firing response to electrical stimulation of OSN axons mediated by the direct excitatory synaptic input from OSN axon terminals on eTCs (De Saint Jan et al., 2009) . By contrast, MCs demonstrate short-latency depolarization followed by larger and long-lasting depolarization by a single electrical stimulation of OSN axons. The slow and long-latency component of the depolarization was shown to be an indirect feedforward excitation mediated by intraglomerular dendro-dendritic extrasynaptic inputs from sister TCs and MCs (Carlson et al., 2000; De Saint Jan et al., 2009; Gire and Schoppa, 2009) . Stronger electrical stimulation of OSN axons is required to activate the long-latency indirect inputs. Our present result that TCs respond to odor stimulation with a lower concentration threshold and faster onset latency is consistent with these previous observations. In addition, our result that MCs show odor responses only to higher concentrations and with longer onset latency is consistent with above in vitro observations on the large slow component of the depolarization in MCs. These results suggest that the spike output of TCs is shaped mainly by the fast direct synaptic input from OSN axons, which may reflect instantaneous odor signals from the external world. By contrast, the spike output of MCs depends not only on the direct input but more heavily on the slow indirect inputs that may reflect the activity state of sister TCs and MCs (Dhawale et al., 2010) . Although the recorded MC population and mTC population showed a clear difference in response latency and odor concentration threshold, we cannot rule out the possibility that some of the sampled MCs and TCs might be associated with other weakly responsive glomeruli. It will be the task of future studies to further explore functional distinctions of MCs and TCs by comparing MCs and TCs associated with a single glomerulus (Tan et al., 2010) .
Target subareas of fast TC signals in the anterior OC areas
TMT/2MBA-responsive MCs and TCs demonstrated a marked difference in their axonal projection patterns in the OC. Even in the anterior three OC areas (AON, APC, and olfactory tubercle) that have been previously reported to receive both MC and TC projections (Haberly and Price, 1977; Scott, 1981; Luskin and Price, 1982) , MCs and TCs targeted their axons to distinct, largely non-overlapping subareas. Therefore, each of the three areas can be divided into subareas that receive selective axonal inputs either from MCs or TCs (Fig. 10) . TCs formed highdensity bushes of axon collaterals in the restricted subarea of the rostroventral APC. This area coincides with the ventralmost portion of the ventrorostral APC (APC VR ), which projects heavily to the ventrolateral orbitofrontal cortex (Ekstrand et al., 2001) . Although the functional role of the APC VR is still unknown, we speculate that the ventral-most part of the APC VR transfers fast olfactory signals provided by TCs to the ventrolateral orbitofrontal cortex, which plays a role in multimodality integration of sensory inputs (Ekstrand et al., 2001 ). In the olfactory tubercle, TC axons projected preferentially to the cap regions of the anterolateral part (Meyer and Wahle, 1986) . Although the cap region and cortical region appear to form structural modules in the olfactory tubercle, the functional roles of the two regions are still unknown. Further studies are needed to elucidate the functional roles of the MC input and TC input to the olfactory tubercle in terms of inducing a variety of motivation behaviors such as appetitive motivation behavior and fearful motivation behavior.
TCs are further subdivided into eTCs, mTCs, and iTCs according to differences in the location of cell bodies and dendritic morphology (Macrides and Schneider, 1982; Shepherd et al., 2004) . Whether the three TC subtypes have common axonal pro- jections or not has been a matter of debate (Belluscio et al., 2002; Lodovichi et al., 2003; Ghosh et al., 2011) . In the present study, we observed that (1) all three TC subtypes commonly had intrabulbar projection axons that targeted the mirror symmetric position in the medial map and (2) all three TC subtypes show a distinct axonal projection pattern from those of MCs. These results are in contrast to the observation in a recent study reporting that iTCs and MCs do not have any distinction in their axonal projections (Ghosh et al., 2011) . Although this discrepancy may result from their partial labeling of axons with virus staining protocols, further studies with large sampling are required to address this issue.
The glomerular map of mouse OB has two functionally distinct dorsal (D) and ventral (V) domains. The D domain can be further divided into D I and D II domains (Kobayakawa et al., 2007; Matsumoto et al., 2010) . Specific subsets of glomeruli in the D II domain mediate innate fear responses to the predator fox odor TMT, whereas selective subsets of glomeruli in the D I domain are involved in aversive responses to the spoiled food odor 2MBA (Kobayakawa et al., 2007) , suggesting functional compartmentalization within the OB in terms of odor-induced behavioral responses (Mori and Sakano, 2011) . In this study, we focused on the functional and connectivity differences between MCs and TCs, which were observed both for the 2MBA-responsive projection neurons in the D I domain and the TMT-responsive projection neurons of the D II domain, and noted the functional relevance of the parallel MC and TC pathways in the axonal projection from the OB to OC. These results suggest that the functional logic of the axonal projection should be explored in each of the MC and TC pathways. Although we noted several difference in the axonal projection patterns between TMT-responsive cells in D I domain and 2MBA-responsive cells in D II domains, further analyses of the olfactory information processing and axonal projection pattern in each of the MC and TC pathways that are associated with functionally identified glomeruli in the D I , D II , and V domains of the glomerular map should reveal distinct functional streams of olfactory information processing in the MC pathway and TC pathway. Our approach, which combines functional characterization of spike responses with visualization of long-range axonal circuits at single-cell resolution, will be crucial in this effort.
